THE LION SLEEPS TONIGHT

{ SING BOTH CHORUSES TOGETHER}
{ GIRLS}   { BOYS}   { ALL}

GIRLS CHORUS:
[G] WEE DEE DEE HEE, DEE [C] DEE DEE DEE HEE,
A [G] WEE I'M ON MA [D] WAY
[G] WEE DEE DEE HEE, DEE [C] DEE DEE DEE HEE,
A [G] WEE I'M ON MA [D] WAY

BOYS CHORUS:
[G] WIMOWEH, WIMOWEH [C] WIMOWEH, WIMOWEH
[G] WIMOWEH, WIMOWEH [D] WIMOWEH, WIMOWEH
[G] WIMOWEH, WIMOWEH [C] WIMOWEH, WIMOWEH
[G] WIMOWEH, WIMOWEH [D] WIMOWEH, WIMOWEH

[G] IN THE JUNGLE, THE [C] MIGHTY JUNGLE,
THE [G] LION SLEEPS TO-[D]-NIGHT
[G] IN THE JUNGLE, THE [C] MIGHTY JUNGLE,
THE [G] LION SLEEPS TO-[D]-NIGHT

CHORUS

[G] NEAR THE VILLAGE, THE [C] PEACEFUL VILLAGE,
THE [G] LION SLEEPS TO-[D]-NIGHT
[G] NEAR THE VILLAGE, THE [C] QUIET VILLAGE,
THE [G] LION SLEEPS TO-[D]-NIGHT

CHORUS

CHORUS

CHORUS